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About This Game

Just In Time Incorporated is not a regular insurance agency and you are not a normal agent.

With the power of our hyper-glove technology, you can move at ten times the speed of a regular human. Bullets, knives, attack
helicopters, rampaging bears, mutant rats -- no problem, you’re equipped to handle the situation. It’s a good thing too, since our

clients are constantly in harm's way.
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Your responsibilities as a death prevention agent may include:

Grabbing bullets from mid-air

Wielding a sword, knife, or chainsaw

Usage of heavy explosives

Disabling automated machine gun turrets

And more...

It’s all in a day’s work at Just In Time Incorporated!
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Title: Just In Time Incorporated
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Second Wind Interactive
Publisher:
Second Wind Interactive
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 or better

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Virtual Reality Only

English
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What is "Sorry, James"?
This is when you try to guess the login with a password within twenty minutes.
10 pazzles/10. In for the first review! This game is like Risk on steroids and a lot faster paced. For the price I highly recommend
this game if you enjoy strategy games and dominating the board.. Apparently I bought this game. Really?. REVIEWER'S NOTE
- I streamed this game while playing it offline from Steam, so my clocked hours do not reflect the time put into playing. You
can view my streams by searching my channel "FrustratedAngryGamer" on YouTube.

My Rating: 4/5

Gemini: Heroes Reborn is a rare example of an adaptation-to-game form not only succeeding in its own right, but also proving
to be the better effort. And what an effort it is! This game, plain and simple, is unique and fun to play. The story is serviceable
and doesn’t interfere with the enjoyment of what is, in essence, a meaty puzzle game garnished with some very exciting dollops
of action.

There are two primary mechanics in the game – telekinesis and temporal shifting. TK is exactly what you’d expect: pick up and
maneuver objects with your mind, or charge them for an offensive projectile. The fluidity of TK in the game makes both the
lighter puzzle elements and the high-octane action beats equally satisfying. Moving tables, lifting grates, and other “low-energy”
uses are easy to accomplish and give you a tight control of your surroundings. Then, when encountering your enemies, using
larger objects to deflect projectile fire or lifting a man off his feet is done with great pleasure. You truly feel like a superhero.
Late in the game your powers develop further, allowing you to slow down time and grasp hot buckshot in midair with which to
project back into your enemy’s face.

But it isn’t just the TK that makes you special. You have the ability to scout and teleport between two distinct time periods.
Scouting ahead keeps you invisible to your destination’s patrolling villains, allowing you a tactical edge before stepping through
into that physical realm to execute your strategies. This proves to be the core of the gameplay and it is more than just a
gimmick. This is one of those games that relies on the actual gameplay (what a concept!) and that gameplay is awesome,
invigorating, and supremely satisfying.

In addition to this is some very light platforming, but I found that to be secondary to the superpowered mechanics described
above. More often than not, a platforming puzzle required some time shifting at particular junctions which not only helped
forward your momentum through the levels, but also established and reestablished your abilities to kept the gameplay fresh.
Without these moments between the larger set pieces, the linearity of the game would've felt rushed or even non-existent.
Instead, we traverse through the setting inch by inch; and in the process we learn more about the world we're in and the story
being told as we progress.
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Enemies are made up of a wide catalog of villains ranging from simple security guards to the armored elite. The stronger the
enemy, the higher their resistance to your powers. Some enemies are entirely immune to your special skills. This proves to be a
challenge as you dart across maps - slipping through the time streams as you move – all the while keeping a keen eye on the
events unfolding around you whilst finding ways to subdue your foes and find an escape. This is a perfect contrast to the softer
puzzle sections that pad the adventure’s progress between these explosions of action.

Overall, this game is a lot of fun. It is relatively brief (I clocked in at roughly six and a half hours), and if some of the puzzles
stump you for as long as they stumped me (I’m not sure if that’s an insult to myself or not) then you’ll get more than your
money’s worth from it. My only wish was that there was a multiplayer or co-op aspect to the game. I think the mechanics and
the setting lends itself nicely to a plethora of game types, and the prospect of choosing from a balanced pool of unique
upgradeable powers is something I hope we’ll see in the future. Maybe not with the Heroes brand on it (which seems to be
poisonous at this point), but perhaps an original IP from the minds at Phosphor can bring something like that to life. They’ve
already succeeded at making a great game with TK and time shifting, so we should have every confidence they can do more
with what they’ve proven themselves capable of here.. Men of Valor. This game will pretty much wanna make you ragequit but
you can have some pretty awsome moments. The only issue I have with the game is the save system.. Honestly first chapters are
so easy to solve, but the traps takes me down easily I'm so careless Hahahaha!
Just be careful in your ways and inspect the places carefully and memorize all the traps or else you will enjoy dying and dying
Hahahahaha! anyway good luck on your own experience i enjoyed this game so much thanks.

Jump scares are rare, yeah. but the places are so very weird specially the dolls i don't know how many of them in the game.
sounds are so chilling the sfx, screams and the flashes are disturbing Haha, in other ways you can play this game with your
YouTube playing TWICE music and you can focus on the puzzle 100 % lit.. I would recommend this game, it’s tons of fun, and
played many hours on it. I would like to see a game like this happen again except would love to see user created mods, and
bigger buildings to destroy. Very polished game, but a few glitches. At times it feels like you're trying not to off the map more
than you're actually killing bots.
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This game had potential, If the developers worked on making it feel like a 21st century space shooter I would have been on
board. The concept of this game could have been pushed further with the right amount of creative forces wanting to make a
great, replayable, and fun space shooter game. The controls could use some work and instead of a top down view the delevoper
could have gone for a third person perpective like other modern space shooters on steam. Also giving the player a sense of speed
during battle could have helped with immersing the player within the world of yargis.I would have taken a halo reach approach
to the space battle system along with many other indie or AAA games on the market.. Game takes about 15 minutes, there's no
options (neither in form of a menu nor in form of interaction). Also the graphics are bad, 3D models are not greatly made and
textures are low resolution. The most annoying part of it is actually the "crosshair", cause it doesn't stick to the middle of your
screen and you have to point at things sometimes. Kinda horror themed, so if you are into that, then go ahead and buy it.
Note: You can also glitch out of the game and you have to restart then, just saying.
And for my part, I don't recommend playing it :). This is a cute but not terribly difficult little puzzle game. With each robot
having a unique skill, it makes for some clever little puzzles, as well as some horribly obvious ones. It's not a bad play, but
probably won't take you more than an hour or two to get through. Even while looking for all the collectibles.

I believe I got it as part of a humble bundle, which made it just a nice little adventure. Not sure I would've gone out of my way
to purchase this on its own.. Awesome game!. A fun little game from the guys behind Psiops and Stranglehold. Don't let its
association with the wretched Heroes Reborn brand scare you, you don't need to know lore from outside the game itself. It plays
a lot like Psi-Ops only with a few different powers, and it's a ton of fun to find various ways to use your powers to deal with
your enemies. It's not going to win any awards, but it's better than a quick and dirty tie-in to a worthless franchise had any right
to be. Aside from the first season of the original Heroes, it may be the only good thing ever to come out of the Heroes franchise.
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